
A NONHOMOGENEOUS EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION
BY

ALLAN M. KRALL

Non-selfadjoint expressions of the form ly — — y" + q(x)y have begun to

be studied extensively in the past few years, and in two instances Naimark [4]

(on the interval [0, oo)) and Kemp [3] (on the interval (-co, oo)) have achieved

expansions in terms of eigenfunctions of /. By applying a suitable boundary

condition, this paper generates an ordinary expansion and also a nonhomogeneous

expansion, that is, an expansion involving solutions of — v" + (q(x) — X)y = K(x),

in [0, oo), thus extending the work of Naimark [4].

Nonhomogeneous expansions originated with Hilb [2] and Betschler [1].

1. The operator L. We consider a differential expression of the form

ly = —y" + q(x)y, 0 í£ x < oo, where q(x) is an arbitrary measurable complex

function satisfying J""| q(x) | dx < oo.

We denote by D0 those functions / defined on [0, oo) and satisfying

l./isinL2(0, oo),

2. /' exists and is absolutely continuous on every finite subinterval of [0, oo),

3. Z/isinL2(0, oo).

Let K(x) be an arbitrary complex-valued function in L2(0, oo), and let a and ß

be arbitrary complex numbers. We denote by D those functions/satisfying

1./is in ö0,

2. Sl?K(x)f(x)dx - ßf(0) + af(0) = 0.
We define the operator L by Lf = // for all / in D.

Theorem 1.1.   1/ | a \2 + \ ß \2 ¿ 0, D is dense in L2(0, oo).

Let U be those functions g in D0 vanishing with their derivatives for large x

and in a neighborhood of the origin and satisfying $çK(x)g(x)dx = 0. Since U

is dense in Rx (see [4, pp. 105-108]) and U c D, we see that D is dense in

Rx. If D is not dense in L2 (0, oo), there is a nonzero vector orthogonal to D and

hence to Rx. This vector must be a scalar multiple of R. But then

»

K(x)f(x)dx = 0

for all/in D, and hence ßf(0)—af'(0) — 0 for all/in D. Clearly this is impossible.

2. Solutions of ly — Xy = 0. Since we are working with the interval [0, oo),

it is convenient to use the same solutions of ly — Xy — 0 as [4].
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Let s = X112 such that 0 ^ arg s _: n and s = a + h with a and x real. We

will use the solutions yi(x, s) and y2(x, s) (y2(x, s) = yi(x, — s))of Naimark [4,

pp. 115-119] which have the following properties: yxix, s) and y2(x, s)arejointly

continuous in x, s for all x > 0, x ^ 0, s # 0 and holomorphic in s for all x > 0.

yi(x, s) = eis*(l + o(l)),     y'xix, s) = eis*(is + o(l)),

y2(x, s) = e-;"(l + o(l)),   y2(x, s) = e~isx(- is + oil))

as x -» oo for all t = 0, s ¥= 0.

yLix, s) = eis*(l + ö(f )),     y'i(x, s) = iseisx(l + <>(f )) ,

y2(*,s) = e-Wl+oi-^),   y'2(x,s) = - ise^il +oi|)J

as | s | -» oo for all x and t ^ 0. Further

W\_yx, y2] (x) = yx(x, s) y2 (x, s) - y'xix, s) y2(x, s) = - 2/s .

This is not exactly the way Naimark presented them. A certain amount of

"welding" is necessary to put the solutions in this form.

In addition to assuming that J™ | Q(x) \dx < co, we will assume thaty^x, s)

and y2(x, s) are continuous at s = 0. This is certainly true if J^e" | q(x) | dx < oo

for some e > 0 (see [4, pp. 120-125]).

3. The spectrum of L.

Theorem 2. TAe operator L does not have eigenvalues on the positive semi-

axis X > 0. See [4, p. 126].

If X is not on the positive real axis, then yx(x, s) is in L2(0, co) and y2(x, s) is

not. Hence

Theorem 3.1. TAe eigenvalues of L are given by solutions s in the upper

half plane of N(s) = J" K(x) yx(x, s) dx - ßyxiO, s) + a/x(0, s) = 0. The eigen-

values are then X = s2. They are finite or countable in number and accumulate

only on the semiaxis X ^ 0.

This follows immediately since $0xKix)yxix, s) dx is holomorphic for x > 0 as

are y^O, s) and yi(0, s).

Theorem 3.2. If a. # 0 and K is in L^O, oo) nL2(0, co), then the eigenvalues

form a bounded set.

As \s\->-co,joK(x)yx(x, s)dx is bounded asisy^O, s). Sincey1'(0,s) = s(l +0(1))

it increases without bound. Thus JV(s) ultimately cannot be zero.
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Theorem 3.3. If a ^= 0, K is in L}(0, oo) n L2(0, oo), yx(x, s) and y'2(x, s)

are continuous at s = 0 for all x, N(s) # 0/or all reals, then the number of

eigenvalues of L is finite.

If there were an infinite number of eigenvalues they would have to accumulate

on the positive semiaxis X 2; 0, and then N(s) = 0 at the accumulation point.

We will assume from now on that K is in Lx(0, oo) n L2(0, oo), that N(s) # 0

for all real s, and finally a ^ 0. Later we will consider the possibility of N(s)

vanishing for real s.

4. The resolvent of L. By variation of parameters we find the Green's function

V(X, x, Ç) and thus the resolvent of L. Let

u(x, s) = - —  y2(x, s)      K(z)yy(z, s)dz + y^x, s)      K(z)y2(z, s)dz

+ (ay'2(0,s)- ßy2(0,s))yx(x,s)].

Let

Let

VyiX,x,Ç)= -u(i,s)yx(x,s)IN(s).

V2(X,x,0 =

-   2J^yy(Ç,s)y2(x,s)      for£>x,

" ~2hy*(Z>s)yi(x>*)      for£<x.

Then  V(X,x,0 = Vy(X,x,^) + V2(X,x,i).

Theorem 4.1. With the exception of points lying on the semiaxis

X'SiO, zAe spectrum of L consists of a finite or countable number of eigenvalues

whose accumulation points lie on the semiaxis XcjzO. For all remaining points

not lying on the semiaxis X^.0, the resolvent is a bounded integral operator

with kernel V(X,x,£) satisfying

sup     1 T V(X,x,C)f(c;)dt;\\z%clz\s\.

From Naimark [4, p. 131], suP||/|,=11| $V2iX,x,C)f(OdZ \\z% c3/t|s|. Byuse

of the Minkowski and Schwarz inequalities we find a similar result for Vy(X,x,Ç).

It is easy to see that if/is in L2(0, oo), then y = RÁf= $¡?V(X,x, £)/(£)de) satisfies

)%K(x)y(x) dx - ßy(0) + ay'(0) = 0 and (I - X)y =/.

Theorem 4.2. L is a closed operator. See [4, p. 132].

Theorem 4.3. Every point of the semiaxis X k 0 is a point of the spectrum ofL.
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Let A be a point not on the positive semiaxis and not an eigenvalue, and let a be a

positive number.

Let

t(x s\ = j hi*,*)- ü(x,s) J   y2(z,s)u(z,s)dzj I    |M(z,s)|2dz,     x = a,

[O,       x > a.

Then jôf(x,s)u(x,s)dx = 0 and

/•a /»a

|/(x,s)|2dx =      f(x,s)y2(x,s) dx.
Jo Jo

Thus we find for x > a, Rxf(x,s) = — (l/2is)y!(x,s) J0"|/(x,s)|2dx. Hence

|| *J2 =4-^2 [\f(*,s)\2dx j"\yxix,s)\2dx.

Now choose a large enough so that in yxix,s) = e'"(l + o(l)) |o(l)| < 1/2. Then

since on any rectangle in the upper half plane with one side on the positive s-axis

Jo|/(x>s)|2dxis bounded away from zero we find || RA||2 _ y4e_2t732|s|2T where

A is a constant. Hence as s approaches any point on the real axis, || Rx\\ is un-

bounded and the square of the point is in the spectrum of L.

Theorem 4.4. Every point of the positive semiaxis X > 0 is in the continuous

spectrum of L.

To prove this we resort to a series of lemmas.

Lemma 4.1.   /// is in D0, then \imitx->aBf(x) = 0, limitsœ/'(*)= 0. See

[4, p. 132].

Lemma 4.2. If g is in the domain ofL*, then g is in D0.

If X is not in the spectrum, we have/(x)= j"" V(h>x,i)(L-X)f(£,) dt, for all /

in£>.

If g is in the domain of L*,

/•OO

J   l(L-X)M)]g(Odi = i{L-Xy,g) = if,iL*-X~]g)

=   r r F(A,x,0[(L- A)/«)] [(L* - X)g(x)-] dtfx
Jo    Jo

=  j\iL- ^)/«)](£° ?(X,x,^)\iL*- l)g(x)] dx) it.
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Since (L — A)/may be arbitrary in L2(0,oo), we have

/•OO

m= ViX,x,Ol(L*-X)gix)-]dx.
Jo

Note that g(0) and g'(0) exist and are finite, further that Z — X may be applied.

In doing so we find (I — X)g is in L2(0, oo) and g is in D0.

Lemma 4.3.   /// Is in D and g is in the domain of L*, then (f,L*g) = (f,lg)

-rF[/,|](0).

Integration by parts twice produces (f,L*g) = (Lf,g) = (/, Ig) + W[f, f ](x)|o°.

The upper limit is zero by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.

Lemma 4.4. For every A ̂  0 if g is orthogonal to the range of L — X, then

(I — X)g = pK where p is an appropriate constant.

Consider/in U of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 4.3, ([L - A]/,g) = (/,[/- X]g) = 0.

Since U is dense in Rx, \l — A]g = pK.

Lemma 4.5. If g is orthogonal to the range ofL — Xfor some real X ̂  0, zAen

g(0) = pa and g'(0) = pß where p is defined in Lemma 4.4.

If / is in D, 0 = ([L - X]f,g) = (J,V-X]g) - f(0)g'(0) +f'(0)g(0).  So  by
Lemma 4.4,

p f   K(x)f(x)dx = /(0)g'(0) -f'(0)g(0).
Jo

Also we have
/• 00

Jo   K(x)f(x)dx = MO) - «TÍO).

Solving these simultaneously and using the arbitrariness off completes the proof.

Lemma 4.6. For every X>0 if g is orthogonal to the range ofL — X, then

g(x) = - -^¡N( - s)yy(x,s) - N(s)y2(x,s)

-yi(x,s)j y2(c:,s)KiZ)dc:+y2ix,s) j   >>.(£,s)K(Od¿l.

This follows from solving the equation of Lemma 4.4 with the boundary con-

ditions of Lemma 4.5.

Since by Lemma 4.2, g is in D, by Lemma 4.1, limitsœg(x)=0. Obviously

the two integrals approach zero but unless A^- s) = 0 and A/(s) = 0 the first two

terms merely oscillate. Since Ni — s) and N(s) are never zero for all real s, we have

a contradiction completing the proof of the theorem.
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Note that if both N( — s) and N(s) are zero for a particular value of s it is possible

for g to exist in L2(0, co).

5. Expansion of the Green's function. For simpliciy we assume that the zeros

of N(s) are simple zeros. We will use a theorem of Pollard [5] which extends the

Cauchy integral and residue theorems to a closed contour which may contain the

boundary of the function being considered as long as the function is continuous

on that part of the boundary.

We choose as the contour CR in the s-plane the following: from — R to R along

the real s-axis; from R to — R along a semicircle of radius R, center 0, in the

upper half plane. We choose R large enough so that all the eigenvalues of L are

within the contour.

On the semicircle, sV(X,x,Ç) is analytic. On the line segment from — R to R,

sV(X,x,Ç) is continuous. We choose s0 interior to CR such that X0 = si is not an

eigenvalue of L.

Lemma 5.1.

1    f°°
V2(s20,x,í) = 2¿\     í(yi(^,s)y2(x,s) - yx(x,s)y2(l;,s))l(s2 - s20)~]ds.

Consider (l/2iri)fCR[F2(s2,x,£;)/(s2 - s2)]2s ds, with x<£,. By Pollard's

theorem this is V2isl,x,Ç). Direct computation, letting R-> co, completes the

proof. Since F2(so,x,¿;) is symmetric in x and f, the same result is found if x > £,.

Lemma  5.2. Let {si}" be the eigenvalues of L. Then

n /»no

Vx(sl,x,0 =   S  u(Ç,sk)yx(x,sk)l(sl-sl)        u(S,,sk)yx(S,,sk)d^
fc=l Jo

1     C"
-■—   I     lu(t,s)yx(x,s)IN(s)(s2-s20)-]2sds

2m Jo

"¿ J" ["(«>-s)^*,s)/N( - s)(s2 - s2)]2s ds.

We consider (ll2ni)¡CR\yx(s2,x,í?)l(s2- sl)~\2sds. As before the integral

splits into three pieces with the integral around the semicircle vanishing as R -> oo.

The residues at {s2}" can be evaluated by standard means giving the result.

Theorem 5.1. Let y(x>s) = — 2is(N( - s)yx(x,s) - A7(s)y2(x,s)). Let

[/•OO /»oo

yxit,s)j    Kiz)y2iz,s)dz-y2iÇ,s) J    Kiz)yxiz,s)dz

-Ni-s)yxii,s) + N(s)y2(^,s)]

where s is real. Ifs\ is not in the spectrum ofL,
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n /»oo

V(sl,x,0= E  ui¿:,sk)yyix,sk)!is2k-sl)        ui£,sk)yyiÇ,sk) dÇ
k = l Jo

- ¿- J" [«K.s) j>(x,s)/(s2 - sg)N(s) N( - s)] ds.

This follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 by regrouping terms.

Note that the following properties hold.

(1) (/ - s2)yix,s) = 0,     f    Kiz)yiz,s) dz - ßy<0,s) + ay'(0,s) = 0.
Jo

(2) (l-s2)u(x,s) = K(x),     w(0,s) = oe,     u'(0,s) = ß.

/•CO

(3) (/ - Xk)yy(x,sk) = 0,    Jo K(z)yyiz,sk)dz - ßyyi0,sk) + ay[i0,sk) = 0.

(4) il-Xk)uix,sk) = Kix), u(0,sk) = a, u'(0,sk) = ß.

(5) i" u(cl,sk)yy(Z,sf)d£, = 0 if k *j.
Jo

6. Expansion of certain functions in L2(0, oo). Let D* be  those functions

satisfying

1. g- is in L'iO.oo),

2. g' exists and is absolutely continuous on every finite subinterval of [0, oo),

3. Ig is in L*(0, oo),

4. ffK(x)g(x)dx - ßg(0) + ag'(0) = 0.
One can show that under these conditions g is in L2(0, oo), limitx_00g(x) = 0,

limit, _ a, g'(x) = 0 and that D* is dense in L2(0, oo).

Theorem 6.1. For g in D*,

n /»oo ,      /• eo

gix)= zZcckyiix,sk)l I  uiÇ,sk)yyiÇ,sk)dÇ-^j    [a(s)y(x,s)/A/(s)A/(-s)] ds,

wAcre
/• 00 /• 00

afc =   I     gix)uix,sk)dx,      a(s) =   I     g(x)w(x,s)dx.
Jo Jo

Let f=lg — ̂ oS where X0 is not in the spectrum of L. Let s0 = A0/2.

Then gix) = ^Vis2,x,i)M)d(.

It /• 00 /»oo

g(x)= I ji,(x,st)   I     uiÇ,sk)fiÇ)dÇlis2k -So) uO^s^y.^SjOd^
i=i Jo Jo

- ¿   £° /(£) £° [«(^,s)y(x,s)/(s2 - s¿)JV(s)Af( - s)]dsd£.
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In both the sum and integral we integrate by parts twice and reverse the order of

integration in the integral, thus completing the proof.

7. A nonhomogeneous expansion. Note that the integral operator which

takes / in L2(0,oo) into ¡oV(X,£,,x)f(Ç) d£, is bounded and sends L2(0,oo)

into L2(0, co).

Let E* be those functions g satisfying

1. g is in Ll(0,co),

2. g' exists and is absolutely continuous on every finite subinterval of [0,oo),

3. Ig is in ^(0,00),

4. ßg(0) - ag'iO) = 0.

One can show that under these conditions g is in L2(0,oo), \imitx^00g(x) = 0,

limits „g'i^O = 0 and that E* is dense in L2(0,oo).

Theorem 7.1.  For g in E*,

n /♦oo i        /.on

gix) = 2 p>(x,Sjt)/J   ui^,sk)yx^,sk) di - Yn J    [pX.s)//(x,s)/N(s)A(-S)] ds,

where

/*  00 /*00

ßk= gix)ytix,sk)     dx,       ßis)=        gix)yix,s)    dx.
Jo Jo

Let H — X0)g =f + pK where X0 is not in the spectrum of L, giO) = pa,

g\0) = pß. Combining thus with (/ - X0)V(X0,x,Ç) = 0 (considering V(X0,x,Ç)

as a function of x) we find g(x) = ¡o°V(XQ,£,,x)f(Ç)d!;. The remainder of the

proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1.

8. Parseval's equality.

Theorem 8.1. If f is in D* and g is in E*, then

J»oo n /«oo
f(x)g(x)dx =  S akßk u(Ç,sk)yx(Ç,sk)dÇ

0 k=l ' Jo

- ¿ J" l«is)ßis)INis)Ni - s)-]ds.

This follows immediately from either Theorem 6.1 or 7.1.

9. Some extensions. There exists a two-fold extension of the preceding

expansions : When A/(s) has a multiple zero not on the real axis, and when iV(s) has

a zero on the real axis. The former corresponds to a multiple eigenvalue, the latter

possibly to residual spectrum. We show how such possibilities affect the expansions

by considering sample terms. The methods of proof are similar to those found in

Naimark [4] and Kemp [3] and are not repeated here.
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If sk is a multiple zero of order m of N(s) not lying on the real axis then the term in

the expansion of V(s$,x,£) due to sk is 2ZJLX I^I¿cp+J 2?>o)'^)«|.-^5)/(So-4)/

where cp+J are appropriate coefficients and yÁx) = (i/i\)d'yx(x,s)¡oXl |s=Sfc,

Mi(0 = (l/i!)3iM(^,s)/5Ai|s=Sk. It can be shown that {y,}"^1 and {uj"^1 are

linearly independent and satisfy ^K(x)yfx)dx — ßyfO) + ay[(0) = 0,

ßufiS)-auliO) = 0,   (l-Xk)yi = yi_x,   y_1=0,   (I- XJu, = u,.u   u_x = K.
In the expansion of g in D*, the term due to sk is — S¡"=iCr Zí^oViM

(oUr-.¡-Xi!;)gil;)dC, while if g is in £* the term due to sk is

— 2r=icr ^r=ilur-i-i(x) Jo^iiOiiO^. In Parseval's equality the term due to

s*is

m        r-1       /»oo /«co

- S cr Z /(x)wr_j_1(x)dx        gix)yfx)dx
r=l       i=0    Jo Jo

when/is in D* and g is in £*.

If N(s) has a finite number of real zeros and L has only a finite number of

eigenvalues, an expansion is still possible. We alter the contour used in expanding

F(sq,x,¿;) by following semicircles of radius p in the upper half plane about each

of the zeros and about the negative of each of the real zeros, we make these semi-

circles small enough so that they do not intersect or contain any other zeros of

N(s) in their interior. We consider a sample zero a¡ : Let C¡ be a circle of radius p

about |ff(|. Then the part of the integral from — p + |ff¡| to p +|fx,| ¡in the

expansion of Vis2,x,Ç) is replaced by

~ jc[Wis2,x,0lisz-s20y]2sds,

where integration is in a clockwise manner,

,*,«) = |

_ F(s2,x,0, t = 0,
Wis2,x,0 = i\

Vii-s)2,x,t),       x<0.

In the expansion of gin D*, this becomes

hix\y(s2'x'^)dí]2sds-

If g is in £*,

„2
éii[¡y^^^\isds-

With/in D*, g in E* in the Parseval Equality this becomes

¿j   f    [ £° £" W(s2,x,{)/({)g(x)dfdx j 2sds.
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Note that s = 0 can be handled in this manner if yi(x,s) and y2(x,s) are not

continuous there. In this case, however, C¡ is a semicircle in the right half plane.
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